
A-9: Beverly wears bifocals. She can read close up when she looks through the
bottom portion and can read far away when she looks through the top
portion. a) The top of her glasses has a focal length of !0.25 m. What is the
power, in diopters, of this part of the glasses? b) The bottom portion has a
power of 3.5 diopters. What is the focal length of this part of the glasses?

A-10: In exercise A-9, if Beverly can see to infinity with her glasses on, a) what is the
maximum distance she can see clearly with the glasses off? b) If Beverly can
see an object at 25 cm with her glasses on, what is the minimum distance she
can see clearly with the glasses off?

A-11: Rachel brings a note home from school. The note advises her mother that
“Rachel is having a difficult time reading the words on the board and can
only see the words if she is sitting closer than 2.0 m.” If Rachel wants to be
able to read the words from 3.0 m away, what power glasses does she need?

A-12: Joon puts on a pair of diffraction grating glasses that he bought in a novelty
shop and looks at a mercury vapor street lamp that is 5.00 m away. He sees a
yellow spectral line 1.16 m on either side of the light source. If the diffraction
grating glasses have a slit separation of 2.49 " 10!6 m, what is the
wavelength of the light Joon is observing?

A-13: Radio station WLLH has two transmitters that sit atop nearby hillsides
broadcasting a wave that is 214 m long. As Kiesha drives down the interstate
parallel to the two transmitters at a distance of 1000. m, she hears an increase
in signal from the station every 30.0 m. How far apart are the two
transmitters?

Challenge Exercises for Further Study

B-1: The Hale telescope at the Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin has an objective
lens with a focal length of 19 m. (For an object at infinity, the image distance
equals the focal length.) If the telescope is used to observe Saturn that is
1275 " 109 m from Earth, what will be the apparent diameter of the rings if
their actual diameter is 27 " 107 m?

B-2: Dr. Kirwan is preparing a slide show that he will present to the executive
board at tonight’s committee meeting. He places a 3.50-cm slide behind a lens
of 20.0 cm focal length in the slide projector. a) How far from the lens should
the slide be placed in order to shine on a screen 6.00 m away? b) How wide
must the screen be to accommodate the projected image?

B-3: Madeline is working for the Eye-Spy Detective Agency and her assignment is
to secretly photograph the pages of a journal. Madeline’s tiny camera has the
film located 2.10 cm behind the lens, and she must fill the entire piece of 
1.00-cm film with the picture of the 25.0-cm-tall document. How close must
Madeline be to the journal pages to get a clear image on the film?
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